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OUR STORY 
For 10 years, JOHNHOUSHMAND has handcrafted wood, glass 
and steel to combine art and function in limited edition  and cus-
tom made urban organic furniture.  He’s been called an Ameri-
can icon, won numerous design awards, and has been featured 
in publications worldwide.  

Now, making his design aesthetic more widely available, 
JOHNHOUSHMAND has created JH2 OneTreeHome.

Teaming with Jack Donenfeld, partner at Simplemente Madera 
Group  , a sustainable Nicaraguan timber and furniture produc-
tion company, JH2 OneTreeHome can ensure that all its furni-
ture is made from Forest Stewardship Council    (FSC) certified 
wood. It is JH2 OneTreeHome’s mission to offer unique and 
compelling designs while making certain its products and their 
manufacturing conform to the highest standards of social and 
environmental responsibility.  

JH2 OneTreeHome is named after  the One Tree Project in 
Nicaragua where one tree, found in Layasiksa - a small village 
populated by Miskito Indians - was used to teach wood crafts-
manship to the community and to demonstrate the extraordinary 
value of a single tree. JH2 OneTreeHome carries on the vision 
of the OneTree Project, reminding us that global issues like de-
forestation can be addressed one tree at a time.  
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When purchasing furniture, it’s our duty to choose sustainable, 
ecologically sound products that help protect the environment 
for the future. At the same time, we want furniture that is made 
from the most beautiful solid hardwoods available worldwide. By 
choosing furniture from JH2 OneTreeHome, customers are able 
to achieve both of these goals.

JH2 OneTreeHome uses Nanciton and Cedro Macho 
found in Nicaragua as the wood species for its furniture. 

Each of these species has a timeless look, an incredible range of 
density, and a vibrant visual character. In addition, their hardness 
and durability make them ideal choices for our collection.

Timber used in our furniture comes from Forest Stewardship 
Council   (FSC) Certified Controlled Wood timberlands in the 
northeastern part of Nicaragua that were acquired with Nicara-
guan government encouragement and support after Hurricane 
Felix knocked down millions of trees in the region. Wood used 
in our furniture also comes from trees in the region that are har-
vested in collaboration with the Awastigni and Yatema indige-
nous communities and from Rainforest Alliance Smartwood 
Program-certified plantations located in three climatically diverse 
areas of Nicaragua.

MATERIALS
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LEFT: Our collection is available in:
1. Nancitón, 2. Nancitón Claro, 3. Cedro Macho, and 4. Cedro Gris 

1.

2.

3.

4.



DINING ROOM
Engaging the basic elements of wood, glass and specialty metals, each piece is individually hand   
crafted to heighten and reveal their underlying splendors.
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ANDROMEDA DINING TABLEDINING TABLES ARA DINING TABLE

The labyrinthine Andromeda Dining Table navigates the longest distance between two points without 
ever getting entangled. This statement table shines in any classic or contemporary setting. The finely 
worked wood base holds up a floating, 3/4" thick glass top. Seats 8.  All wood reclaimed.

The Ara Dining Table features a set of three identical frame wood legs that confound the eye by show-
ing three different angles from any one vantage point. Bound together by two, slim, recessed metal 
angles, this unadorned base rests below a 3/4" thick glass top. Seats 8. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 91” W x 43.5” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    



ARA DINING TABLE CASSIOPEIA DINING TABLE DORADO DINING TABLE

The simplicity of the Cassiopeia Dining Table gets twisted by the contemporary arrangement of ma-
terials, giving a modern spin on fine dining. Two wood frame legs are bound together by two, slim, 
recessed metal beams. This unadorned base rests below a 3/4" thick glass top. Seats 6. All wood 
reclaimed.

No less than five frame legs make up the bold Dorado Dining Table. This kaleidoscopic table show 
that sometimes more is more. Held together by two slim metal beams, the sculptural base holds up a 
delicate 3/4" glass top. Seats 8. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 70” W x 40” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    



 HYDRA DINING TABLE  INDUS DINING TABLE

Four, tightly set, frame wood legs give the illusion of sky-high height on the Hydra Dining Table. Held 
together by two slim metal beams, this wood cage base holds up a delicate 3/4" glass top. Perfect for 
a loft apartment or a small breakfast nook. Seats 4. All wood reclaimed.

The Indus Dining Table features two, robust, U-shaped legs tied together by two flat metal beams. The 
interlocking sling-shot shape is both sturdy and playful when set below an elegant 3/4" thick glass top. 
Seats 6. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 44” W x 44” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 71” W x 40” D x 29” H    



LYNX DINING TABLE LYRA DINING TABLE

The Lynx Dining Table features two, robust, U-shaped legs tied together by two glass spandrels. The 
resulting form is set below an elegant 3/4" thick glass top. Seats 6. All wood reclaimed.

The Lyra Dining Table sprouts before your very eyes. Four 9" thick square timber posts appear to 
penetrate a 5/8" thick square top. Four wood caps stand in the middle, a low pedestal to display any 
centerpiece. Seats 4. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 71” W x 40” D x 29” H   Dimensions: 44” W x 44” D x 29” H    



PAVO DINING TABLE PICTOR DINING TABLE

The Pavo Dining Table is flighty, airy, and fun. Two slim and elegant frame metal legs are supported 
by a penetrating wood beam, set below a 2" thick live edge, slab top that veers off, indifferent to the 
straight and narrow. Seats 8. All wood reclaimed.

The Pictor Dining Table features our signature Staple Metal Legs. Two slim metal frame legs of robust 
3/8" thick steel, appear to stand pigeon toed at one another, like an awkward ballerina, while support-
ing a 2" thick live edge, slab wood top. Seats 8. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    



SAGITTA DINING TABLE VELA DINING TABLE

The Sagitta Dining Table is masculine and hearty, perfect for a warm, candle lit meal among close 
friends and family. The robust, U-shaped legs are set below a 2" thick live edge, slab wood top. The 
all wood design hints at the provincial while still making a contemporary statement. Seats 8. All wood 
reclaimed.

The Vela Dining Table is a full-bodied piece custom made for the gallant designer. Two sets of four, 
square set, post legs sit solidly beneath a 2" thick, live edge, slab wood top. These forest-like legs 
poke through the top creating an interesting checkered detail of contrasting end grain. Seats 8. All 
wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H    



URSA DINING TABLE

The Ursa Dining Table features the sinuous arc of our signature crescent metal legs. Two oversized, 
curving, metal frame legs rest lightly beneath a 2" thick, live-edge, slab wood top. Seats 8. All wood 
reclaimed. 

Dimensions: 96” W x 44” D x 29” H     



LIVING ROOM

Challenging the division between fine and functional arts, we strive to provide an elevated view of 
nature’s vibrant intensity through an ironic blend of extremely intense design and the earthly beauty 
of these highly rare materials.



COFFEE TABLES ALTAIR COFFEE TABLE CALLISTO COFFEE TABLE

The Altair Coffee Table utilizes cutting edge design to highlight the materials: steel, glass, and wood. 
A perfectly right angled, 1/2" thick, metal frame leg is contrasted by a  15.75" thick timber post leg. 
The 5/8" thick glass top lies flush over the metal cube, while actually sliding into the wood base. All 
reclaimed wood.

The Callisto Coffee Table uses perfect proportions and craftsmanship to provide you with the impos-
sible. A 1" thick frame leg staples through a 1.75" slab wood  top while a 12.75" thick end grain timber 
leg seems to rise from the tabletop as out of the water. This cheeky piece is unique and functional. All 
reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 54” W x 36” D x 16.25” H    Dimensions: 48” W x 30” D x 17” H    



MIRA COFFEE TABLE ELARA COFFEE TABLE

Inspired by our love for proportional unity, this dual coffee table / storage keeps your favorite books 
safely and stylishly at arms reach. The Mira Coffee Table is composed of two, 2" thick cubes made 
from solid hardwood. Centerpiece made of 2" thick metal. A l l  jo ints  are per fect ly  f lush.  A l l 
rec la imed wood.

The Elara Coffee Table highlights our blue/green 5/8" thick glass top by poising it atop two U-shaped 
wood posts, themselves bisected by a delicate 3/16" metal support beam. From every angle this geo-
metric piece is a pleasure to behold. All reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 57” W x 36” D x 17” H   Dimensions: 54” W x 30” D x 15” H    
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ARIEL COFFEE TABLE HYPERION COFFEE TABLE

The Ariel Coffee Table is an artful display of balanced, yet dissimilar volumes. On one end is a thick, 
solid piece of wood, on the other a slender 3/8", right-angled square of metal. Resting comfortably 
atop the unlikely pair of legs is our 2" solid slab wood top.  All reclaimed wood.

The Hyperion Coffee Table is an statement of polished antithesis. The curved, crescent moon, 3/8" 
metal legs cut through to the surface of our right-angled 3/4" slab wood top. The aesthetics of this 
piece are ethereal and delicate while maintaining robust functionality. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 48” W x 30” D x 17” H    Dimensions: 47 3/8 ” W x 30” D x 17” H    



RIGEL TABLE VESTA  TABLE

The Rigel Coffee Table exudes post-modern beauty. Irreverent and witty, the 1fold, 3/8" metal base 
floats atop a hidden 2" wood pedestal, and flows naturally into the 1/2" thick glass top. All parts are 
bisected by a hard selected wood timber. The open frame of this show piece allows you to display and 
store anything from books to an LP collection. All wood reclaimed.

In the Vesta Coffee Table a 1fold metal slab cuts through a 1fold wood slab to create a fashionable, 
flush union between two distinct mediums. The geometric harmony serves to exaggerate the unique 
beauty of each material. All wood reclaimed. 

Dimensions: 54” W x 34” D x 17” H    Dimensions: 48” W x 36” D x 17” H    



LEDA TABLE MIMAS TABLE

Based on one of JOHNHOUSHMAND's classic dining table design, the Leda Coffee Table features 
four zigzagging glass legs that hold aloft a 1.75" slab wood top. The dancing legs are syncopated 
slightly so that they serve to highlight the natural beauty of the wood. All wood reclaimed.

The rustic, nuanced feel of end grain shines when framed by refined, curving metal legs in the  Mimas 
Coffee Table. A low, 1/2" thick glass shelf gives space for small storage, while the heavy, 4" wood top 
attracts all the attention. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 42” W x 42” D x 17” H    Dimensions: 54” W x 36” D x 15” H    



MIMAS TABLE METIS TABLE NEREID TABLE

The Metis Coffee Table gives a bird-eye view of treetops grazing the sky from a more convenient van-
tage point. Four live edge legs, created from a quad-cut log, hold up a floating 1/2" glass pane with a 
slim, recessed metal shelf providing small, hidden storage. All wood reclaimed.

The Nereid Coffee Table brings a slice of the outdoors in. A solid timber section rests upon an ellipti-
cal base composed of two curved metal legs. The live edge of the wood top adds a playful touch. All 
wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 36” W x 36” D x 17” H    Dimensions: 38” W x 38” D x 17” H    



PALLAS TABLE PUCK TABLE

The Pallas Coffee Table is the physical embodiment of separate togetherness. Two, book-matched 
wood slabs are held together (and apart) by a hidden metal insert. Similarly, the base is composed of 
two curved metal legs that create 3/4 of an almost perfect circle. The live edge of the wood top adds 
a playful touch. All wood reclaimed.

The Puck Coffee Table, based upon one of JOHNHOUSHMAND's best selling designs, makes a bold 
statement. Five up-standing, live edge, wood slabs peek through two, tiered 3/4" thick glass tops to 
create the soothing illusion of the water's surface. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 50” W x 32” D x 17” H    Dimensions: 36” W x 36” D x 17” H    



PUCK TABLE
MATAR TABLE JANUS TABLE

The Matar Coffee Table is like four tables in one. Each angle of this multifarious table offers a different 
perspective. Two a-symmetrical, slim metal legs hold up tiered wood slab tops. Low shelf for small 
storage. All wood reclaimed.

The Janus Coffee Table offers the same aesthetics of its transitory name sake. Each angle of this laby-
rinthine table is unique. The grain from two a-symmetrical 1.75" thick wood legs flow naturally into the 
slab wood top. 1.25" thick glass shelf for small storage. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 42” W x 24” D x 17.5” H    Dimensions: 42” W x 24” D x 17.5” H    



CONSOLES ANTILA CONSOLE AQUILA CONSOLE

The crescent shaped Antila Console defies gravity. The elongated, slim metal base bisects the slab 
wood top revealing a handsome, inlaid metal detail. Perfect for displaying small artwork or a lavish 
buffet. All wood reclaimed.

The crescent shaped Aquila Console defies gravity. The elongated, slim metal base bisects the slab 
wood top revealing a handsome, inlaid metal detail. Perfect for displaying small artwork or a lavish 
buffet. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 36” W x 12” D x 30” H    Dimensions: 48” W x 16” D x 30” H    



AQUILA CONSOLE NESTING TABLES BOPP NESTING TABLE BOPP NESTING TABLE

The Bopp Nesting Table is part of a set of three modular tables created for the urban dweller and ha-
bitual entertainer. When placed together, these nesting tables create an elegant cascading effect from 
the repetition of the slim, elegant metal frame. Alone they stand out as a sleek, sophisticated place to 
showcase book and other decorative items. All wood reclaimed.

The Bopp Nesting Table is part of a set of three modular tables created for the urban dweller and ha-
bitual entertainer. When placed together, these nesting tables create an elegant cascading effect from 
the repetition of the slim, elegant metal frame. Alone they stand out as a sleek, sophisticated place to 
showcase book and other decorative items. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 18.5” W x 13.25” D x 19” H    Dimensions: 24” W x 16” D x 22” H    



BOPP NESTING TABLE BOPP NESTING TABLES TRIO

The Bopp Nesting Table is part of a set of three modular tables created for the urban dweller and ha-
bitual entertainer. When placed together, these nesting tables create an elegant cascading effect from 
the repetition of the slim, elegant metal frame. Alone they stand out as a sleek, sophisticated place to 
showcase book and other decorative items. All wood reclaimed.

The Bopp Nesting Table is part of a set of three modular tables created for the urban dweller and ha-
bitual entertainer. When placed together, these nesting tables create an elegant cascading effect from 
the repetition of the slim, elegant metal frame. Alone they stand out as a sleek, sophisticated place to 
showcase book and other decorative items. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 24” W x 16” D x 22” H , 18.5” W x 13.25” D x 19” H ,   13.25” W x 10.625” D x 16” H      Dimensions: 13.25” W x 10.625” D x 16” H    



BEDROOM

JH2 OneTreeHome offers extremely high quality living space furniture designed as a 
celebration of the natural and vital, fusing together the basic elements 

of nature with timeless materials and esoteric design sensibility.
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BEDS APIAN BED BIELA BED

The Apian Bed is the definition of luxury.  Oversized, hand carved, wood backboard features a roll-
ing wave pattern throughout. Paired with a floating base this is a bed you'll never get out of. All wood 
reclaimed.

The Biela Bed is all about height and pattern. The backboard features a checkered end grain constel-
lation; the unified design highlighting the natural details of the wood. Paired with a floating base this 
bed is a perfect stand alone piece. All wood reclaimed. 

Dimensions: 104” W x 84” D x 38” H    Dimensions: 65” W x 84” D x 45” H    



BIELA BED CARINA BED DONATI BED

The Carina Bed creates its own environment. The low, wide backboard features a checkered end grain 
constellation; the unified design highlighting the natural details of the wood. Paired with a slab front 
base, with recessed sides. All wood reclaimed.

The Donati bed blends progressive design with natural charm. The high narrow backboard features 
a checkered end grain constellation; the unified design highlighting the natural details of the wood. 
Paired with a curving metal front base and recessed floating frame, this bed straddles the line between 
the present and the future. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 65” W x 84” D x 45” H    Dimensions: 104” W x 84” D x 38” H    



HOENING BED LEXELL BED

The Hoening Bed is opulence personified. The backboard features four live edge details, created from 
laying together three sistered, live-edge slabs of wood. Paired with a curving metal front base and 
recessed floating frame this low, wide bed stretches out, much as it invites its owners to do. All wood 
reclaimed.

Our signature Lexell Bed features a 104" wide bookmatched slab of live-edge wood. The top of the 
headboard is entirely the rugged and rambling edge of the natural tree. Paired with a recessed floating 
base, this bed brings the outdoors in. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 104” W x 84” D x 38” H    Dimensions: 104” W x 84” D x 38” H    



LEXELL BED  TYCHO BED

The Tycho Bed features a 65" wide bookmatched slab of live-edge wood, set with a slim metal insert 
which frames the natural beauty of the rugged edge of this natural timber. Paired with a recessed, 
floating base, this bed spells out, with nuanced punctuation, the inherent beauty of wood. All wood 
reclaimed. 

Dimensions: 65” W x 84” D x 45” H    



SIDE TABLES THEBE SIDE TABLE TETHYS SIDE TABLE

The Thebe Side Table takes angular precision and two distinctive materials to create a harmonious, 
crisp design. The 2fold, sleek metal frame houses an end grain shelf for small storage. All wood re-
claimed.

The Tethys Side Table expertly plays with two distinctive materials and diverging angles to create a 
unified field. Two a-symmetrical, slim metal legs slant away from two tiered, end grain shelves. Perfect 
for small storage. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 20” W x 20” D x 20” H    Dimensions: 20” W x 20” D x 20” H    



TETHYS SIDE TABLE TELESTO SIDE TABLE  CYGNUS SIDE TABLE

The rustic, nuanced feel of end grain shines when framed by refined, curving metal legs in the Cygnus 
Side Table. A low, 1/2" thick glass shelf gives space for small storage, while the heavy, 4" wood top 
attracts all the attention. All wood reclaimed.

The Telesto Side Table takes angular precision and two distinctive materials to create a harmonious, 
crisp design. The 2fold, sleek metal frame houses an end grain shelf for small storage. All wood re-
claimed.

Dimensions: 19.75” W x 17.75” D x 18” H    Dimensions: 20” W x 20” D x 20” H   



OFFICE

 It is our goal to embrace the artistic singularity of nature, without compromising practicality. 
We allow grains to spill. We love crumbling bark. We welcome wormholes.
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DESKS BESSEL DESK STRUVE DESK

The Bessel Desk was created especially for the contemporary intellectual.  Unencumbered by mate-
rial concerns, this refined, minimalist design, includes two pencil drawers for small storage, leaving 
the focus on the task at hand. The metal frame provides a clean support system. All wood reclaimed.

The Struve Desk takes minimalism to the next level, proving simplicity and refinement go hand in hand. 
The 1.5" slab top is traced by a narrow, snaking metal frame. Multiples of this desk make a perfect, 
modular work area, in combination with the Cassini and Bessel desk.  All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 36” W x 22” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 52” W x 22” D x 29” H    



CASSINI DESK GALILEI DESK

The Cassini Desk takes minimalism to the next level, proving simplicity and refinement go hand in 
hand. The 1.5" slab top is traced by a narrow, snaking metal frame. Multiples of this desk make a per-
fect, modular work area, in combination with the Struve and Bessel desk.  All wood reclaimed.

The Galilei Desk is an aesthetic embodiment of the balance between work and play. An oversized, 
metal frame leg is light and airy, juxtaposed by a 2" thick, slab wood, 1fold top that hides a recessed, 
open frame metal storage area. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 48” W x 22” D x 29” H    Dimensions: 48” W x 22” D x 29” H    



GALILEI DESK LAPLACE DESK

The Laplace Desk takes minimalism to the next level, proving simplicity and refinement go hand in 
hand. The 1.5" slab top is traced by a narrow, snaking metal frame. Multiples of this desk make a per-
fect, modular work area, in combination with the Bessel and Cassini desk.  All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 36” W x 22” D x 29” H    



SEATING
JH2 OneTreeHome also actively promotes “green” building standards and organizations that are dedi-
cated to sustainable forestry and environmentally-friendly furniture manufacturing practices.
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MODULAR UNITS ALHENA MODULAR UNIT ALRISHA MODULAR UNIT

The Alhena Modular Unit is much more than just a seating area. The framed, lightweight design, can 
seat three comfortably while acting as storage, or be hung up on the wall as a decorative display unit. 
Perfect when paired or stacked with the Alrisha or Alula stool. From seating, to storage, to display the 
Alhena does it all - the only limit is your own imagination. All wood reclaimed.

The Alrisha Modular Unit is much more than just a seating area. The framed, lightweight design, can 
seat two comfortably while acting as storage, or be hung up on the wall as a decorative display unit. 
Perfect when paired or stacked with the Alhena or Alula stool. From seating, to storage, to display the 
Alrisha does it all - the only limit is your own imagination. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 69” W x 21.75” D x 19.5” H    Dimensions: 47.25” W x 21.75” D x 19.5” H    



ALULA MODULAR UNIT

The Alula Modular Unit is much more than just a seating area. The framed, lightweight design, can seat 
a guest comfortably while acting as storage, or be hung up on the wall as a decorative display unit. 
Perfect when paired or stacked with the Alrisha or Alhena stool. From seating, to storage, to display 
the Alula does it all - the only limit is your own imagination. All wood reclaimed.

Dimensions: 25.5” W x 21.75” D x 19.5” H    



BENCHES ADARA BENCH ALCYONE BENCH

Inspired by our love for proportional unity, this dual bench / storage unit acts as elegant seating  while 
housing your favorite books at arms reach. The Adara bench is composed of two, 2" thick cubes made 
from solid hardwood. Centerpiece made of 2" thick metal. All joints are perfectly flush. Seats 6.  All 
reclaimed wood.

Our negative space, Alcyone bench plays with the empty areas that surround this stylish seating area. 
Along with a 2fold, inward facing corner and beveled joinery, this bench features a 3/8" metal strip, 
insert detail that bisects the far leg. 2" thick, vertical grain, slab top is contrasted by 2" thick end grain 
legs. Seats 5. All reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 58” W x 22” D x 15” H    Dimensions: 58” W x 16” D x 15” H    



ATIK BENCH GRAFIAS BENCH

The wandering Atik bench features an artfully crafted eight corner, 1/2" thick, maze-like metal leg that 
wraps flush around our 2" slab top. Additional leg made of contrasting end grain with beveled joinery. 
Seats 5. All reclaimed wood.

The curved leg, Grafias bench features a beautiful, crescent moon detail where the 1/2" metal leg bi-
sects the 2" solid slab top. Additional leg made of contrasting end grain with beveled joinery. Seats 6. 
All reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 70” W x 23” D x 16” H    Dimensions: 64” W x 22” D x 15” H    



GRAFIAS BENCH CAPELLA BENCH MAIA BENCH

Based upon one of JOHNHOUSHMAND's classic designs, the Capella bench is a contemporary in-
terpretation of live edge wood. Featuring two a-symmetrical, angular legs, the grain flows directly into 
the 2" solid slab top creating a seamless effect. Seats 4. All reclaimed wood.

The Maia bench is an artful display of balanced, yet dissimilar volumes. On one end is a thick, solid 
piece of wood, on the other a slender 3/8", right-angled square of metal. Resting atop the unlikely pair 
of legs is our  2" solid slab wood top. Seats 4. All reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 47” W x 14” D x 16” H    Dimensions: 47” W x 16” D x 15” H    



 DENEB BENCH

The Deneb bench is as clever as it is classic. Featuring a trompe l'oeil metal leg, that appears to grace-
fully drape over our 2" slab wood top, the piece remains grounded with a contrasting, bevel-edged, 
1Fold, end grain leg. Seats 6. All reclaimed wood.

Dimensions: 64” W x 22” D x 15” H    



PRODUCT INDEX



DINING TABLES INDEX

NAME: ANDROMEDA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: ARA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 91”W x 43.5”D x 29”H

NAME: CASSIOPEIA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 70”W x 40”D x 29”H

NAME: DORADO DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: HYDRA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 44”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: INDUS DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 71”W x 40”D x 29”H
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NAME: LYNX DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 71”W x 40”D x 29”H

NAME: LYRA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 44”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: PAVO DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: PICTOR DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44” D x 29”H

NAME: SAGITTA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H

NAME: VELA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H



NAME: URSA DINING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 96”W x 44”D x 29”H



COFFEE TABLES + CONSOLE INDEX

NAME: ALTAIR COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 54”W x 36”D x16.25”H
 

NAME: CALLISTO COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 30”D x 17”H

NAME: MIRA COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 54”W x 30”D x 15”H

NAME: ELARA COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 57”W x 36”D x 17”H

NAME: ARIEL COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 47 3/8”W x 30”D x 17”H

NAME: HYPERION COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 30”D x 17”H
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NAME: RIGEL COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 36”D x 17”H

NAME: VESTA COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 54”W x 34”D x 17”H

NAME: LEDA COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 54”W x 34”D x 17”H

NAME: MIMAS COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 42”W x 42”W x 17”H

NAME: METIS COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 38”W x 38”D x 17”H

NAME: NEREID COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 36”W x 36”D x 17”H



NAME: PALLAS COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 36” W x 36”D x 17”H

NAME: PUCK COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 50”W x 32”D x 17”H

NAME: MATAR COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 42”W x 24”D x 17.5”H

NAME: JANUS COFFEE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 42”W x 24”D x 17.5”H

NAME: AQUILA CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS: 36”W x 12”D x 30”H

NAME: ANTILA CONSOLE
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 16”D x 30”H



NESTING TABLES INDEX

NAME: BOPP NESTING TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 24”W x 16”D x 22”H

NAME: BOPP NESTING TABLE
DIMENSIONS:18.5”W x13.25”Dx19”H

NAME: BOPP NESTING TABLE
DIMENSIONS:13.25”Wx10.625”Dx16”H

NAME: BOPP NESTING TABLES 
DIMENSIONS:
 24”W x 16”D x 22”H
18.5”W x13.25”Dx19”H
13.25”Wx10.625”Dx16”H
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BEDS + SIDE TABLES INDEX

NAME: APIAN BED
DIMENSIONS: 104”W x 84”D x 38”H  

NAME: BIELA BED
DIMENSIONS: 65”W x 84”D x 45”H

NAME: CARINA BED
DIMENSIONS: 104”W x 84”D x 38”H

NAME: DONATI BED
DIMENSIONS: 65”W x 84”D x 45”H

NAME: HOENING BED
DIMENSIONS: 104”W x 84”D x 38”H

NAME: LEXELL BED
DIMENSIONS: 104”W x 84”D x 38”H
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NAME: TYCHO BED 
DIMENSIONS: 65”W x 84”D x 38”H

NAME: TELESTO SIDE TABLE 
DIMENSIONS: 20”W x 20”D x 20”H

NAME: TETHYS SIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 20”W x 20”D x 20”H

NAME: THEBE SIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS: 20”W x 20”D x 20”H

NAME: CYGNUS SIDE TABLE
DIMENSIONS:19.75”W x 17.75”D x 18”H



NAME: CASSINI
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 22” D x 29”H

NAME: STRUVE 
DIMENSIONS: 36”W x 22”D x 29”H

NAME: BESSEL
DIMENSIONS: 52”W x 22”D x 29”H

NAME: GALILEI
DIMENSIONS: 48”W x 22”D x 29”H

NAME: LAPLACE
DIMENSIONS: 36”W x 22”D x 29”H

DESK INDEX
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MODULAR UNITS + BENCHES INDEX

NAME: ALULA MODULAR UNIT
DIMENSIONS: 25.5”Wx21.75”D x19.5”H

NAME: ALRISHA MODULAR UNIT
DIMENSIONS:47.25”Wx 21.75”Dx 19.5”H

NAME: ALHENA MODULAR UNIT
DIMENSIONS:69”W x 21.75”D x 19.5”H

NAME: ATIK BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 64”W x 22”D x 15”

NAME: ALCYONE BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 58”W x 22”D x 15”H

NAME: ADARA BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 58”W x 16”D x 15”H 
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NAME: GRAFIAS BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 70”W x 23”D x 16”H

NAME: MAIA BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 47”W x 14”D x 16”H

NAME: CAPELLA BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 47”W x 16”D x 15”H

NAME: DENEB BENCH
DIMENSIONS: 64”W x 22”D x 15”H
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one tree homeTM


